Lisa the VISA

By: Elliot Jackson
Lisa the Visa was a helpful kind of card, and she spent most of her life in a warm, cozy wallet. She spent most of her time doing her favorite activity: sleeping.
Then, one day, everything changed when her owner, Spencer Lott, received a new card for his birthday. Her name was Amazon.

Amazon had the same rectangular shape as Lisa but had different birthmark numbers and no expiration date. Lisa asked Amazon, "How do you know when you...expire?" Amazon said that her time was up when her $50 was spent. They couldn't decide which kind of ending was worse, but they made friends quickly and realized they had a lot in common. For instance, they were exactly the same height, and they both enjoyed sleeping.
One day, when Spencer went to the store and was paying, he saw Amazon hiding in his wallet and decided to go home and buy something on the Internet, even though he had no idea how to do it.

His cousin, Rich Wonday, came over to help. Rich helped Spencer buy a T-shirt that said “Keep Calm and Chew Gum” and a pair of shoes for $48.
Amazon felt exhausted and old; she didn't have much life left in her. Spencer had no idea what he could buy with $2, so he said that he might just have to throw Amazon away.
Rich told Spencer about reloading gift cards, and he helped Spencer load $100 on to Amazon.

Amazon felt like a teenager again, but, unfortunately, Lisa’s expiration date was approaching. To their surprise, Lisa’s twin sister, Teresa Visa, arrived in the mail one day. Teresa Visa was exactly like Lisa Visa in every way, except that her expiration date was different.
Lisa’s expiration date came and went, and, to her delight, nothing terrible happened!

Spencer Lott gave Lisa it to his daughter, Chriza Lott, and she put Lisa in her favorite purple purse. Lisa loved playing with Chriza Lott, and she often saw her friend and sister when they all went to the store together.